
Design Choices 

Male style openings - Horizontal fly opening:

• A standard opening and will provide some pressure over the genital area

Diagonal fly opening

• Standard design is lining
• If more pressure is required over the genital area this style of opening is recommended as it fits
   more snugly, if made in Powernet fabric 
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0040: Behind the knee lining Soft material lining the garment to prevent pinching at the back of the 
knee.

1159: Self enclosed toes Enclosed with powernet fabric in one piece, no seams.

0020: Extra heel reinforcement For high wear area to reinforce.
0027: Pockets Pockets made of soft material. Open to insert padding to give extra 

pressure in difficult areas. 
1175: Double abdominal panel Used to give extra support to a pendulous abdomen or collapsed 

stomach muscles, usually used in conjunction with an uplift panel.
1176: Uplift panel Extra pressure panel over abdomen to help hold up 

collapsed muscle.

Modifications 

Reinforced top 
of thigh

Reinforced heel

Soft enclosed toe

Reinforced knee

Double abdominal panel

Suspenders / braces

Reduced pressure abdominal panel
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1160: Soft enclosed toe Soft lining fabric used

1164: Zipper - under 20cm
1165: Zipper - over 20cm

Which are fragile or unhealed in small areas, or if the patient has limited 
hand function, long or short zippers can be used.

Short zippers can be inserted at the waist or the ankle to ease the fitting 
of the garment.

If you require zippers on the body only, these can be placed right or                  
left of the front center seam form groin to waist.

We can also place zippers in the front centre seam
1161: Reduced pressure
           abdominal panel

Reduced pressure over the abdomen area for patients who
cannot tolerate pressure on the abdomen. Made out of soft material

1162: Attach suspenders Suspenders (braces) are used, especially with children, to hold up the    
garment

1187: Reinforced heel Reinforced heel
1163: Velcro tabs To attach waist height to vest.

Modifications

Tools required
• Jobskin Data Form - 506 and 508 (foot glove)

• Jobskin measuring tape - full length - coloured �urple

• Jobskin measuring tape - knee length - coloured green

• Regular measuring tape

• Sheet of blank paper for foot drawing

• Inner of a biro or thin pen/pencil

• Measuring stand

• Adhesive tape
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Procedure - Full Length
Take measurements while patient is lying down or semi-prone with the leg elevated on the Jobskin
measuring stand and foot in a normal relaxed position. The ankle should be resting on the measuring stand. 
Label the tape with the patients name and whether right of left leg.

Note: if you have a patient whose extremity is large and the circumference straps will not 
accommodate the size, extend their length by either using supplied ‘extension’ straps or adding 
another strap to lengthen, the ‘extension’ straps are numbered in sequence. 

Add and secure so that the numbering sequence is unbroken. If another ‘strap’ is added, secure to the 
attached strap with the plain (unnumbered) side facing up. Do not cut the extended straps short. Leave the 
extended straps intact, so the exact length can be determined. If you are transferring the measurements to 
the order form, then use a regular measuring tape (and measure from one end to the other).
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